Cruel Hand Throws Down at Firehouse 13
By: Khrysta Ryan
Providence hardcore locals Waste of Life and Black Celebration opened up a killer show at Firehouse 13
in Providence this past Wednesday. This small three day tour headlined by Maine hardcore band Cruel
Hand, who joined Swamps from Springfield MA, and Street Sweeper from Boston. Although it was a
weekday show it didn’t stop people from all over New England to show up and throw down for each
band. Fans from Connecticut, Mass, and NH came out and filled the place up.

Black Celebration opened the show and hyped up the crowd even without a packed floor. The first band
of the night sets the mood for the rest of the show, and that is exactly what they did. This Providence
band knew how to keep the crowds attention. Still new to the scene, they had a memorable
performance with their opening and closing song be a tribute to a “black celebration.” Their self titled
EP, released in early April, is out on Bandcamp, which you can download for free. Following was Waste
of Life: only playing three previous shows, the crowd was impressed by the stage presence of the entire
band along with

the amount of interaction the vocalist had with the fans. Their short and sweet set gave the crowd a
taste of what is to come from this local hardcore band. The only vocalist to actually get off the stage
made Waste of Life’s set one of the best to watch. Their debut EP Nothing to Gain released in early
April, people have been able to hear how this Providence band puts their own twist on the classic
hardcore style. With each member having different musical influences they mix their ideas together to
create this different take on hardcore. Playing with Cruel Hand, Rude Awakening and Capsize, all bands
who are nationally known in the hardcore scene, this band is moving in the right direction; quickly in
the hardcore scene.

Following Waste of Life was Street Sweeper who killed it with their Boston hardcore sound; fast paced
and higher pitched vocals resembling hardcore legends Have Heart. The energy in the room picked up
at the start of their set, and didn’t stop until the night ended. The crowd didn’t stop moving and was
screaming along for the entire set.

Following Street Sweeper was Swamps. Their entire set was mass hysteria, the best kind of course.
Firehouse was one entire pit for their whole time on stage. The entire room was on their toes for the
whole show–the stage presence of the band was outrageous, you just couldn’t look away. The vocalist
Andy captured the audience’s attention, constantly jumping and shoving the mic into crowd. This was
the perfect way to lead into the headliners, Cruel Hand’s set.

The Maine hardcore band started off with well known songs, getting the crowd to pick up their feet and
sing along. Cruel Hand is known for their crazy sets and groovy take on hardcore. The vocalist and
entire band left the crowd wanting more after playing some new songs from their upcoming album. Out
in early September, this will be the first album since 2010.
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